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Christianity Through the Centuries

2009-09-13

the third edition of christianity through the centuries brings the reader
up to date by discussing events and developments in the church into the
1990s this edition has been redesigned with new typography and greatly
improved graphics to increase clarity accessibility and usefulness new
chapters examine recent trends and developments expanding the last
section from 2 chapters to 5 new photos over 100 photos in all more than
twice the number in the previous edition single column format for greater
readability and a contemporary look improved maps 21 and charts 39
building on the features that have made christianity through the
centuries an indispensable text the author not only explains the
development of doctrines movements and institutions but also gives
attention to the impact of christianity on its times and to the mark of
the times on christianity

Christ and the Christian

1958

apart from being a scholar and theologian rowan williams has also
demonstrated a rare gift for speaking and writing plainly and clearly
about essentials of the christian faith in the chapters of this book he
writes with profound perception about the life of holiness to which we
are called the range of williams frame of reference is astonishing he
brings poets and theologians to his aid he writes about the rule of st
benedict the bible icons contemplation st teresa of avila and even r d
laing he concludes with two chapters on the injunction know thyself in a
christian context throughout williams points out that holiness is a state
of being it is he writes completely undemonstrative and lacking any
system of expertise it can never be dissected and analysed

Holy Living

2017-09-21

once liberal christianity was preached in ways that defined it in the
public eye now christianity is identified almost exclusively with its
conservative expressions seasons of the christian life presents a series
of sermons articulating a liberal christianity over against its
conservative neighbors they were preached at the university church marsh
chapel at boston university save for one preached in memorial church at
harvard during the 2004 2005 academic year when president george w bush
was reelected and the country was at war in iraq and afghanistan and at
war with terrorists wherever they could be imagined the sermons follow
the revised common lectionary and focus on biblical interpretation as it
is applied to the then current spiritual cultural social and political
situation the author is a professor of theology and at the time was dean
of marsh chapel and chaplain of the university

Seasons of the Christian Life

2016-07-04

in this fascinating and fresh look at the apostles creed david cunningham
argues that reading fiction and film can lead christians to a deeper more
precise and more experiential knowledge of their faith drawing on novels
plays and films by the likes of dickens shakespeare p d james and graham
greene cunningham discusses the apostles creed in detail using one
primary text to illuminate each article cunningham begins with a brief
history of the christian creeds and their significance in addition to
plot summaries each chapter includes discussion questions addressing the
relationship between literature and faith and concludes with a works
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cited list and a list for further reading this book will delight
christians who want to better understand the creeds and basic doctrinal
confessions of the christian faith while academics theologians and
literature and film aficionados will celebrate cunningham s keen literary
and theological insights the book is equally readable for those with
little background in these fields of study reading is believing is an
ideal text for christian education classes adult sunday school and church
based book clubs it will serve well as a text in theology courses as well
as various courses in the humanities ethics and cultural and religious
studies

Reading Is Believing

2002-11-01

when the seed of life is sown in their hearts god s people grow up
beautifully and gloriously taking up this botanical analogy the beauty
and glory of christian living opens by discussing the divine roots of the
christian life in being united to christ in faith being sanctified by the
holy spirit becoming spiritually minded and living by the means of grace
it then explores how our christian lives branch out to influence our
families our workplaces and the world finally a series of chapters deal
with weathering the storms of life when we are pelted with affliction
sexual temptation negative thought patterns hard times sickness and death
in all of this we see a faithful god who causes his people to flourish
for his glory contributors include michael barrett ian hamilton john
tweeddale joel beeke william vandoodewaard brian najapfour josh dear
gerald bilkes brian croft and david murray table of contents christian
living in its divine roots 1 living out our faith the christian life
inside out michael barrett 2 living by the spirit s sanctifying ministry
ian hamilton 3 living on things above john owen on spiritual mindedness
john w tweeddale 4 living by the means of grace how god beautifies his
children ian hamilton christian living in its human branches 5 living in
the family thoughts from william gouge joel r beeke 6 living in the
workplace following in jesus steps william vandoodewaard 7 living
evangelistically biblical motivation for proclaiming the gospel brian
najapfour with josh dear christian living in its earthly storms 8 living
in the furnace of affliction gerald bilkes 9 living morally in a sexually
immoral world brian croft 10 living positively in a negative culture
david murray 11 living through sickness and death brian croft 12 living
hopefully in hard times the beauty and glory of the book of judges john w
tweeddale

The Beauty and Glory of Christian Living

2014-07-31

this book offers a radically different perspective from that of many best
selling authors concerning how the christian should measure and evaluate
travel along god s path of righteousness it will endeavor to persuade the
reader that by feeding regularly on the gospel in the preached word and
the supper god promises to have his way with the christian and he alone
will accomplish all that is needed for life in him to be complete he is
not waiting or requiring you to do anything first during or after to
provide you with every blessing of the gospel

The Christian Life

2021-08-24

written by an award winning author this well organized and comprehensive
introduction to global christianity illuminates the many ways the world s
christians live their faith today covers the entire globe africa asia and
latin america as well as europe north america and the pacific provides
impartial in depth descriptions of the world s four major christian
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traditions orthodox catholic protestant and pentecostal charismatic
utilizes the best available sources to produce an up to date profile of
demographic trends in the christian population blends history sociology
anthropology and theology to create a rich multi layered analysis of the
world christian movement features clear maps and 4 color illustrations
throughout the volume

The World's Christians

2011-03-21

what difference should doctrine make on our day to day christian life
this book summarizes christianity in 5 core truths the trinity the son of
god the spirit the church and heaven and hell to show how theology is
intended to bring people closer to god drawing from writers throughout
church history particularly st augustine richard baxter and c s lewis
this book summarizes the building blocks of pure christianity and how
they shape minds hearts and actions so readers can know simply and
concisely what it means to live for god

The Christian and the Law

2002-10-01

tracing two thousand years of female leadership influence and
participation elizabeth gillan muir examines the various positions women
have filled in the church from the earliest female apostle and the little
known stories of the two marys the virgin mary and mary magdalene to the
enlightened duties espoused by the nun the abbess and the anchorite and
the persecutions of female witches muir uncovers the rich and often
tumultuous relationship between women and christianity offering broad
coverage of both the catholic and protestant traditions and extending
geographically well beyond north america a women s history of the
christian church presents a chronological account of how women developed
new sects and new churches such as the quakers and christian science the
book includes a timeline of women in christian history over 25 black and
white illustrations a glossary and a list of primary and secondary
sources to complement the content in each chapter

Living for God

2020-02-25

the sovereignty of god is a doctrine that has been debated by christians
for centuries for some this remains a passionate topic creating different
camps among christians endlessly arguing about whether god s sovereignty
and human free will can co exist for the majority the doctrine is a vague
concept that remains to be explored this book deals with these issues by
examining what the bible says about god s sovereignty and human
responsibility it explores the sovereignty of god by looking at god as
the creator saviour shepherd and judge and tackles questions that
commonly emerge if we believe that god is truly sovereign then we must
live out the implications by living faithfully and responsibly by
trusting and obeying him amid the challenges of life praying to him
sharing about him with others and serving and hoping in him our
relationship with him is an important way to understand how his grace
purpose and power invite us to respond responsibly to him in active
discipleship

Women's History of the Christian Church

2019-01-01

bringing a wide range of chronological geographical and doctrinal history
vividly to life this concise guide highlights the key occurrences and
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individuals in the development and expansion of the world s most
widespread religion a bevy of diverse topics are addressed including the
apostles and constantine the celtic church and the division between east
and west and the impact of the reformation and the enlightenment this is
an indispensable resource for understanding the global phenomenon of the
christian faith

The Sovereign God and the Christian Disciple

1888

introducing the edward carnell library nine titles listed inside the
kingdom of love and the pride of life is indeed about love carnell
evidences deep insight into what love is and what it is not he richly
develops jesus s statement whoever becomes humble like this child is the
greatest in the kingdom of heaven he affirms that happy children have
intuitive knowledge of the nature of love which is kindness and truth
they have a god given ability to see through hypocrisy and recognize the
good person this book is an invaluable exposition of the biblical
doctrine of love

The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life

2009

ferdinand christian baur 1792 1860 has been described as the greatest and
at the same time the most controversial theologian in german protestant
theology since schleiermacher the controversy was epitomized by a
nineteenth century british critic who wrote that his theory makes of
christianity a thing of purely natural origin calls in question the
authenticity of all but a few of the new testament books and makes the
whole collection contain not a harmonious system of divine truth but a
confused mass of merely human and contradictory opinions as to the nature
of the christian religion the contributors to this volume however regard
baur as an epoch making new testament scholar whose methods and
conclusions though superseded have been mostly affirmed during the
century and a half since his death this collection focuses on the history
of early christianity although as a historian of the church and theology
baur covered the entire field up to own time he combined the most
exacting historical research with a theological interpretation of history
influenced by kant schelling and hegel the first three chapters discuss
baur s relation to strauss möhler and hegel then a central core of
chapters considers his historical and exegetical perspectives judaism and
hellenism gnosticism new testament introduction and theology the pauline
epistles the synoptic gospels john the critique of miracle and the
combination of absoluteness and relativity the final chapters view his
influence by analyzing the reception of baur in britain baur and harnack
and baur and practical theology this work offers a multi faceted picture
of his thinking which will stimulate contemporary discussion

A Pocket Guide to Christian History

2007-11-01

through the available patristic writings caesar and the lamb focuses on
the attitudes of the earliest christians on war and military service
kalantzis not only provides the reader with many new translations of pre
constantinian texts he also tells the story of the struggle of the
earliest church the communities of christ at the margins of power and
society to bear witness to the nations that enveloped them as they
transformed the dominant narratives of citizenship loyalty freedom power
and control although kalantzis examines writings on war and military
service in the first three centuries of the christian church in an
organized manner the ways earliest christians thought of themselves and
the state are not presented here through the lens of antiquarian
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curiosity with theological sensitivity and historical acumen this
companion leads the reader into the world in which christianity arose and
asks questions of the past that help us understand the early character of
the christian faith with the hope that such an enterprise will also help
us evaluate its expression in our own time

The Kingdom of Love and the Pride of Life

2017-02-17

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr
optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps
sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so
they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally
there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they
deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

Ferdinand Christian Baur and the History of
Early Christianity

2012-09-24

beginning in new testament times there is a time honoured tradition of
forming new christians in the essentials of faith catechesis this volume
aims to uncover the riches of this tradition for all who teach and preach
the faith today and well as animate it st augustine wrote that joy should
be the prime characteristic of those who teach the faith six outstanding
theologians and historians open up the tradition of catechesis for today
s church alister mcgrath explores the role of the creeds in catechesis
susan gillingham professor of the hebrew bible looks at the psalms in
christian formation jennifer strawbridge associate professor of new
testament reflects on catechesis in the early church carole harrison lady
margaret professor of divinity offers lessons from the patristic period
sarah foot regius professor of ecclesiastical history draws lessons from
the anglo saxon missions to europe simon jones chaplain of merton college
and member of the liturgical commission links formation and liturgy
steven croft shows how this great tradition can be revitalised today

Caesar and the Lamb

2012-01

setting christianity in the context of history and culture how
christianty changed the world reveals the full radical nature of the
christian faith as a shaping force from the jacket

The Christian Creed and the Creeds of
Christendom

2019-08-30

the gospel coalition 2022 book award winner academic theology
southwestern journal of theology 2022 book of the year award honorable
mention hermeneutics bible reference biblical backgrounds two experts in
exegesis and dogmatics show how christology and the doctrine of the
trinity are grounded in scripture and how knowledge of these topics is
critical for exegesis the book outlines key theological principles and
rules for the exegesis of christian scripture making it an ideal textbook
for hermeneutics and interpretation courses the authors explore how the
triune god revealed in christ shapes scripture and its readers and how
doctrinal rules intrinsic to scripture help guide exegesis
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Rooted and Grounded

2004

the renowned scholar anglican bishop and bestselling author widely
considered to be the heir to c s lewis contemplates the central event at
the heart of the christian faith jesus crucifixion arguing that the
protestant reformation did not go far enough in transforming our
understanding of its meaning in the day the revolution began n t wright
once again challenges commonly held christian beliefs as he did in his
acclaimed surprised by hope demonstrating the rigorous intellect and
breathtaking knowledge that have long defined his work wright argues that
jesus death on the cross was not only to absolve us of our sins it was
actually the beginning of a revolution commissioning the christian
faithful to a new vocation a royal priesthood responsible for restoring
and reconciling all of god s creation wright argues that jesus
crucifixion must be understood within the much larger story of god s
purposes to bring heaven and earth together the day the revolution began
offers a grand picture of jesus sacrifice and its full significance for
the christian faith inspiring believers with a renewed sense of mission
purpose and hope and reminding them of the crucial role the christian
faith must play in protecting and shaping the future of the world

How Christianity Changed the World

2022-07-05

is our christianity that of the new testament god and men and their
relation to each other this i believe to be all that really matters in
the world and that is what i have written about here a w tozer like a
physician running a biopsy on lifeless faith here a w tozer offers one of
the most compelling critiques of feigned spirituality you may ever read
in of god and men tozer exposes false religious notions and lifts up true
new testament christianity a loving and gentle critique of culture and
even the church it reveals lies we unknowingly believe godless practices
we unknowingly do and treasures of christ we unknowingly ignore a
manifesto of true religion of god and men will set your foot on the
narrow path and lift your heart in soaring worship

Biblical Reasoning

2016-10-11

this volume approaches questions concerning the status and meaning of
suffering in christian life and christian theology through the lens of a
variety of theological disciplines biblical historical practical
political and systematic theology scholars from this range of fields
concentrate on a number of questions is love intrinsically linked with
suffering are suffering and loss on some level fundamentally good how is
and how should suffering and diminishment be viewed in the christian
tradition featuring leading voices that include linn tonstad bernard
mcginn anna rowlands john swinton and paul murray this volume brings
together essays touching on concrete issues such as cancer mental health
and the experience of refugees and discusses broad themes including
vulnerability kenosis and tragedy in correlating these themes with the
examination of texts ranging from paul s letters to works of the
cappadocians thomas aquinas john of the cross and mother teresa suffering
and the christian life offers fresh and accessible academic approaches to
a question of vital personal existential significance

The Day the Revolution Began

2015-09-22

competing worldviews cast their impact on the church and the christian
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confession what does it mean to be a christian in an age that threatens
cultural dissolution related questions press on a calm consideration of
the meaning of the christian life who is jesus christ of whose salvific
work the christian confession depends why did jesus christ come into the
world what is to be said of the human condition following the adamic fall
which as john milton says brought death into the world and all our woe
what is the christian s highest good the grounds on which it has life
determining relevance and what are its existential implications in this
closely reasoned and biblically informed examination of those questions
douglas vickers concludes that the christian s highest good exists in
fellowship with the father the practical and everyday significance of
that fellowship is addressed at length and the meaning and prospect of
each christian s eternal life is shown to be grounded in a vital and
indissoluble union with christ

Of God and Men

2019-12-26

the word christian is found but three times in all the scriptures the
places where it occurs are acts 11 26 acts 26 28 and 1 peter 4 16 these
read as follows and the disciples were called christians first at antioch
then agrippa said unto paul you almost persuade me to be a christian yet
if any man suffers as a christian let him not be ashamed but let him
glorify god on this behalf the chronology of some of the events recorded
in the acts is not entirely certain but it seems pretty clear that the
followers of our lord were not called christians until ten or twelve
years after our savior s ascension to heaven the christian is a
delightful and encouraging work describing twenty seven facets of the
christian experience altogether it is an excellent succinct presentation
on what it means to be a christian this treatise could serve the believer
well as a daily devotional as well as an evangelistic tool to explain the
experiential life of a christian to the inquiring unbeliever joel beeke

Suffering and the Christian Life

2014-04-07

a thinking person can hardly avoid developing some kind of pattern within
which to express a personal reaction to both scientific and theological
inputs bube works to clarify the identity of these possible patterns for
relating science and the christian faith to give examples and to provide
a balanced critique of each such an understanding of the issues involved
is essential for mature christians living in a world dominated by the
concepts and artifacts of science contents a look at the issues authentic
science authentic christian theology pattern 1 science has destroyed
christian theology pattern 2 christian theology in spite of science
pattern 3 science and christian theology are unrelated pattern 4 science
demands christian theology pattern 5 science redefines christian theology
pattern 6 a new synthesis of science and christian theology pattern 7
christian theology and science complementary insights epilogue a
christian philosophy of science

The Christian's Highest Good

2012-11-01

a clear and frank exploration of the future of christianity and whether
it needs to be saved we live in confusing times our society has shifted
on its moral axis and many are asking whether christianity needs to be
reinvented or even reimagined in order to save it with newsweek declaring
the decline and fall of christian america on its cover and the daily
beast questioning does christianity have a future bloggers and christian
commentators are discussing whether we need a new of kind of christianity
in saving christianity dr michael youssef explores this train of thought
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and its pitfalls he describes how similar discussions in christianity s
recent past explored the very same question saving christianity will help
you discern what is going on within the church while it reviews the
essentials of the christian faith as described in the bible we dare not
abandon this mere faith as dr youssef describes it because it is the
light for all humanity and especially for those of us living in today s
chaotic times after reading saving christianity you ll have a renewed
confidence in the future of the church and the central place it will
occupy for generations to come

The Christian

1995

is the christian faith something that can peacefully exist alongside all
the other aspects of an ordinary human life or does it by its very nature
turn that life into something else the author of this book a member of a
monastic community for over forty years obviously has a vested interest
in the answer but even for believers caught up in the day to day life of
society work and family the question is an important one at least if they
are seeking a measure of consistency in the life they are living and does
not the very fact that the question of the importance and urgency of
faith needs to be asked witness to the eclipse of an eschatological
outlook among christians at any rate in the mainstream churches could
this oversight not explain why an eschatological understanding of faith
one which sees it as a radical world changing reality has been forced to
take refuge often deformed to the point of being unrecognizable in small
fanatical groups on the margins of the christian world

Putting it All Together

2020

the book reproduces a candid exchange of letters between two leading
religious figures an evangelical preacher and a senior jewish rabbi this
groundbreaking publication is a rare opportunity to read the heartfelt
correspondence of two prolific and acclaimed theologians as they both
seek to vigorously defend their own beliefs and allow themselves to be
challenged by the claims of the other as the discussion continues we see
mutual respect grow and a strong friendship forged before the
relationship is inevitably tested as they encounter points of seemingly
irreconcilable differences though there are issues and beliefs which
separate the two theological camps this book shows how they share enough
to not only get along but form strong alliances

Saving Christianity?

2017-10-26

the history of christian theology can be a daunting even forbidding field
for the novice who sees neither the need for nor pertinence of rummaging
around dusty old texts this people friendly volume a full scale reader in
the history of christian theology offers an easy non threatening
occasionally humorous yet quite thorough entry into christianity s
central texts from the apostolic fathers to mary daly it is also
enlivened by dozens of cartoons by rich diesslin highly accessible
introductions to five periods precede brief introductions to and texts
from more than fifty key thinkers the texts highlight perennial themes
and questions in christian tradition especially the meaning and
importance of jesus challenges to the institutional church tensions of
faith and reason spirituality and the christian quest for social justice
the new edition half again as large as the original adds significant work
from the cappadocian fathers and the christological controversialists the
franciscan tradition the radical and english reforms and deeper coverage
of twentieth century theologians with learning aids research paper
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suggestions and guide and glossary publisher description

Life on the Edge

2007-01-03

this is a new release of the original 1930 edition

The Christian and the Pharisee

2010-05-05

christians often talk about claiming our cities for christ and the need
to address urban concerns but according to eric jacobsen this discussion
has remained far too abstract sidewalks in the kingdom challenges
christians to gain an informed vision for the physical layout and
structure of the city jacobsen emphasizes the need to preserve the
nourishing characteristics of traditional city life including shared
public spaces thriving neighborhoods and a well supported local economy
he explains how urban settings create unexpected and natural
opportunities to initiate friendship and share faith in christ helpful
features include a glossary a bibliography and a description of new
urbanism pastors city dwellers and those interested in urban ministry and
development will be encouraged by sidewalks in the kingdom

A Journey Through Christian Theology

2013-10

an expert in contemporary theology shows how the doctrines of the triune
god and the divine attributes shape our understanding of the christian
life

Constantine the Great and the Christian
Revolution

2003-05-01

without a doubt provides answers to tough questions about christianity
that assure the heart and satisfy the mind of christian seeker and
skeptic alike

Sidewalks in the Kingdom (The Christian Practice
of Everyday Life)

2021

in this groundbreaking book thomas g long a theologian and respected
authority on preaching explores how christians talk when they are not in
church testimony breaks the stained glass image of religious language to
show how ordinary talking in our everyday lives talk across the backyard
fence talk with our kids talk about politics and the events of the day
can be sacred speech in a world of spin slick marketing mindless chatter
and easy deceptions testimony shows that the hunger for truthful
meaningful and compassionate speech is ultimately grounded in truth about
god

A Theology of the Christian Life

2004-07

a unique work of fundamental theology revelation and the word of god
explores key issues of divine revelation as open questions they include
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why is revelation so elusive existential and philosophical problems of
revelation in the context of apologetics the self revelation of god in
mystery what does it mean to say as the bible does that god speaks and
acts how does revelation relate to the bible history religious experience
and the church the relational and personalist dimensions of revelation
what the biblical wisdom tradition contributes to our understanding of
revelation the threefold form of the word of god jesus christ the
incarnate word logos and wisdom sophia of god the scriptures that witness
to him and the church s proclamation kerygma in preaching sacraments and
other ways the role of hermeneutics cultural constraints and imagination
in the reception of revelation critique including feminist theology of
claimed revelation is there revelation today how do developments in
doctrine and practice relate to divine revelation the liturgy as a
vehicle of the word of god the word in pastoral practice jesus christ as
the crown and criterion of divine revelation according to the fourth
gospel

Without a Doubt

2004-08-10

offers a new understaning of sacrifice as a response to love and an
entering into the self giving life of god

Testimony

2024-05-02

a handbook on the jewish roots of the christian faith is a comprehensive
handbook that serves as an introduction to the jewish roots of the
christian faith it includes old testament background second temple
judaism the life of jesus the new testament and the early jewish
followers of jesus it is intended as a resource for college and or higher
education it is no longer a novelty to say that jesus was a jew in fact
the term jewish roots has become something of a buzzword in books
articles and especially on the internet but what does the jewishness of
jesus actually mean and why is it important this collection of articles
aims to address those questions and serve as a comprehensive yet concise
primer on the jewish roots of the christian faith it consists of thirteen
chapters most of which are divided into four or five articles it is in a
handbook format meaning that each article is brief but informative the
thirteen chapters are grouped into four major sections 1 the soil 2 the
roots 3 the trunk and 4 the branches craig a evans phd dhabil is the john
bisagno distinguished professor of christian origins at houston baptist
university in texas he is a frequent contributor to scholarly journals
and the author or editor of over seventy books evans resides in houston
tx david mishkin phd serves on the faculty of israel college of the bible
in netanya israel he is the author of the wisdom of alfred edersheim and
jewish scholarship on the resurrection of jesus

Revelation and the Word of God

2009-06-13

this book explores the events people and writings surrounding the early
jesus movement the essays are divided into four groups the movement s
formation production of its early gospels description of the jesus
movement itself and the jewish mission and its literature

Sacrifice Unveiled

2021-04-18
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A Handbook on the Jewish Roots of the Christian
Faith

2018-08-07

Christian Origins and the Establishment of the
Early Jesus Movement
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